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ABSTRACT

and performance noise. By using selections of
rules and rule quantities, semantic descriptions

The KTH rule system models performance princi-

such as emotional expressions can be modeled.

ples used by musicians when performing a musi-

A recent real-time implementation provides the

cal score, within the realm of Western classical,

means for controlling the expressive character

jazz and popular music. An overview is given of

of the music. The communicative purpose and

the major rules involving phrasing, micro-level

meaning of the resulting performance varia-

timing, metrical patterns and grooves, articula-

tions are discussed as well as limitations and

tion, tonal tension, intonation, ensemble timing,

future improvements.

INTRODUCTION

models for musical performance. Thus, for the ﬁrst time

A musical performance within Western classical music
typically consists of the combined artistic contribution of
the composer and the performer. The composer’s part,
the score, has long been studied and scrutinized in terms
of its structural aspects such as harmony, melody, form,
instrumentation, as well as of studying the composer’s
intention or the inherent emotional expression (Hevner,
1937). The performer’s expressive contribution has certainly been acknowledged but has until recently been
more difﬁcult to study. The contribution from the performer involves the shaping of all audible performance
parameters such as tempo, sound level, articulation and
vibrato with respect to individual notes, phrases and the
whole piece. These parameters can not be studied as
readily as the notation in the score. However, they did
become easier to study when new acoustic measurement
methods were developed (Seashore, 1938). Since then,
considerable knowledge has been gained about how performance parameters contribute to structural, motional,
and emotional communication (Gabrielsson, 1999; Friberg

theories of music performance could be veriﬁed by listening to model-generated performances. Coinciding with
the introduction of personal computers around 1980, a
number of such models were developed. One computational model concerned the metrical patterns in the
Viennese waltz by Bengtsson and Gabrielsson (1983).
They found that the three beats in the measure were
performed in a short-long-intermediate pattern. They extended these measurements into a model for the performance of metrical patterns of the Viennese waltz taking into
account several metrical levels and performance parameters. Clynes (1983) proposed a rather speculative model
suggesting that each composer has a speciﬁc “pulse”
describing rhythmic and dynamic changes related to the
metrical structure (see also Widmer & Goebl, 2004). The
large tempo changes reﬂecting the phrase structure often
found in Romantic music were modeled by Todd (1985,
1989). Based on measurements of piano performances,
he proposed a general model of tempo as a function of
phrase structure. Clarke (1988) suggested a set of nine

& Battel, 2002; Juslin & Sloboda, 2001).
With further developments in computer-based tools,
it also became possible to formulate and run algorithmic
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rules relating musical structure to changes in timing, dy-

was developed. The expressive deviations are still

namics and articulation in piano performance.

computed by the rules in DM but the application of the

The development of the KTH rule system started

deviations from the score is made within the program

when co-author Sundberg started collaboration with

pDM (Friberg, 2006). In this way, the performance can

the late Professor Lars Frydén who was a renowned

be “conducted” in real-time, controlling its expressive

teacher and violin player. The aim at that time was to

character by means of the rules.

enhance the recently developed singing synthesis sys-

The last overview of the rule system appeared in

tem (Larsson, 1977). Frydén had speciﬁc ideas about

Friberg (1995b) and a number of rules have been

how music performance should be related to musical

introduced since that time. There are new rules for

structure. These ideas were implemented in a rule

articulation, ensemble swing in jazz, and the modeling

system controlling the singing synthesizer. Sundberg

of neural motor noise. Several rules have also been

et al. (1982, 1983) presented a set of eleven rules

improved. The rule for musical punctuation was opti-

constituting the start of the rule system. Modiﬁed ver-

mized using a training set of melodies. Rules for ﬁnal

sions of these original rules are still in use. One source

ritardando and phrasing were modiﬁed and extended

of inspiration for Frydén was the musical analysis

using models of human motion. In the last ﬁve years

suggested by Istvan Ipolyi (1952), with whom he had

we have focused on macro-level aspects such as using

studied performance, see also Hansen (forthcoming).

the existing rules to shape a performance according

The rule system has since then been continuously de-

to semantic descr iptions including emotional and mo-

veloped within several research projects.

tional aspects (Bresin, 2000; Bresin & Friberg, 2000).

Throughout the development, a general aim has

Recently, considerable effort has been devoted to the

been to contribute to research in the psychology of

real-time control of the rule system, which has led

human communication. New research ﬁndings in other

to new applications (Friberg, 2005; 2006). A general

areas have been taken into account, in some cases

overview of the communication of music structure in

motivating the development of new rules. Progress

music performance was given in Friberg and Battel

on the rule system has proﬁted signiﬁcantly from re-

(2002).

search and data on music cognition, such as the key

In this paper, we outline the methods used in the

proﬁles quantiﬁed by Krumhansl and Kessler (1982;

development and reﬁnement of the rules, and we pro-

see Sundberg, 1993), motor production (Gilden et al.

vide an overview of the rules, grouped according to

1995; Juslin et al. 2002), human movement gestures

major aspects of performance and macro-level con-

(Friberg & Sundberg, 1999), speech communication

trol. Finally, the limitations and future prospects of the

(Carlson et al. 1989), and communication of emotions

rule system are discussed1.

in music (Juslin, 2001; Bresin & Friberg, 2000).
The ﬁrst set of melodic rules was implemented on
an adapted version of the RULSYS system, a program

Method

originally developed for rule-based speech synthesis

The original method used to develop the KTH rule sys-

(Carlson & Granström, 1975). It could only process

tem was analysis-by-synthesis (Gabrielsson, 1985).

monophonic melodies and the synthesized sound

First, a tentative model was implemented and applied

was played on a singing synthesizer adjusted to an

to different music examples. Next, the effects of each

instrumental sound. However, each parameter could

rule were assessed by listening, which typically led

be controlled by time envelopes allowing for example

to some modiﬁcations of the rule. Finally, the proc-

accents at the beginning of a note or a crescendo dur-

ess was iterated several times, assessing the effects

ing one note. For handling polyphony, it was neces-

of the rules on numerous musical examples within the

sary to develop a custom-made synthesis system for

musical style. For more than two decades our musical

music performance. The result, the Director Musices

mentor was Lars Frydén, who served as an inspira-

(DM) program, was based on the MIDI protocol for

tion both for implementing new rules and for judging

input/output and is still the major platform for the rule

the resulting performances. When the formulation of

development. Presently, it is available for most operat-

a set of rules was established, listening experiments

ing systems and can be downloaded at our website

were conducted in order to test the generalizability of

(see note 1). Parts of the rule system are implemented

those rules for a larger population of listeners. This is

in other programs (Bresin, 1993; Bresin & Friberg,

a rather straightforward procedure, although the ef-

1997, Hellkvist, 2004; Kroiss, 2000). Recently, the

fects of rules often depend on the musical situation.

possibility of real-time control of music performance

Given the almost unlimited number of possible musical
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Figure 1.
The performance rules act on the nominal score and generate a musical performance. The effect of each rule is controlled by the k
values.

situations, there is little hope of verifying the rules for

listeners (e.g. Friberg, 1995b; Thompson et al. 1989;

music examples spanning all possible contexts. Over

Sundberg et al. 1991; Friberg & Sundberg, 1999).

the course of the project, we have assembled a set of
melodic themes, each representing a typical musical
context. This set now consists of about 50 melodies

RULES

and is the main source for testing the rule system. In

General design

the development of the more recent models such as
the Punctuation rule, this set of annotated melodies

As illustrated in Figure 1, the basic rule-scheme is

was used for automatic training of the rule param-

rather simple. The input is the notated music as repre-

eters.

sented in a score. The rules affect various performance

A complementary method for rule development has

parameters such as timing, sound level and articula-

been analysis-by-measurement. Here the rule is formu-

tion, and ultimately generate a musical performance.

lated using data from real performances. This means

The overall magnitude of each rule may be adjusted

that the model can be tested by directly comparing

with the k parameter. Smaller values of k are used

the model outcome with the measurements. However,

when subtle changes are appropriate; larger values

a further evaluation by listening is still useful. In some

of k are used when greater expressive changes are

cases, we have also used motion data from physical

desirable. Within the limitations of the rule system,

human gestures, on the assumption that the variation

different combinations of k values can be used for

of performance parameters may originate from these

modeling different performer styles, stylistic conven-

motor patterns. For the Punctuation rule, an alterna-

tions or different emotional expressions (see below).

tive method was used (see section Articulation below).

Thus, there is no “optimal” setting of k values that

Here the internal rule parameters were optimized us-

would be appropriate for any type of music.

ing a training set of melodies annotated by a music

The output is a symbolic representation of the re-

expert. Unless otherwise noted, the rules below were

sulting musical performance that can be used for con-

developed using the analysis-by-synthesis method.

trolling a synthesizer.

The initial rule formulations were rather simple with

Most of the rules consist of two parts: a context part

respect to context deﬁnitions and the resulting change

describing when to trigger the rule, and an execution

of performance variables. Since then, these rules have

part describing how to perform this musical situation.

been gradually reﬁned, reformulated, and sometimes

The aim of the rule system is to ﬁnd general principles

incorporated into more complex rules. Testing an ex-

of music performance. This means that the rules are

isting rule in a new musical context often initiated the

designed such that the context deﬁnition of the rule

development of a new rule.

would trigger only for the intended musical situation.

How is a rule-based model of music performance

It also means that it should be applicable regardless of

evaluated? Since the reference is the listener’s cogni-

style and musical instrument. Most of the rules gener-

tion of the music, there is no one “correct” perform-

ate expressive actions based on melodic features (pitch

ance. However, listeners tend to agree about many

and duration), rather than on the metric structure.

aspects of music performance, reﬂecting performance

Tempo must be considered in the context deﬁnition,

conventions within the studied styles. Therefore, the

because it is important that the rules have the same per-

evaluation process begins with perceptual judgments

ceptual effect regardless of the tempo. It has recently

by the development team, and then proceeds to for-

been debated whether the perception of a performance

mal listening experiments involving a larger sample of

expression remains constant across different tempi (Repp,
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1994; Desain & Honing, 1994; Honing, 2005a). For most

Certain aspects of musical structure must be pro-

of the rules, our starting point has been to implement

vided manually by the user because they are not

expressive deviations relative to the tempo, i.e. analo-

readily evident from surface properties. For example,

gous to Weber’s law . This approach works well within a

automatic extraction of phrase structure and harmonic

tempo range when note durations are not too short3. The

structure is a difﬁcult process (Temperley, 2001;

most notable exceptions are the rules Duration contrast

Ahlbäck, 2004), but these analyses are essential for

and Swing ensemble, described below.

the phrasing and tonal tension rules respectively. Thus,

2

The role of performance marks such as accents or

these structural characteristics must be added to the

phrase marks in the score may also be considered.

score manually by the user so that they can trigger the

These marks are often treated more as a guideline for

phrasing and tonal tension rules. One exception is the

the performance than mandatory ways of performing

rule for musical punctuation, which automatically ﬁnds

the piece. Furthermore, these marks are often inserted

the melodic grouping structure on a lower level.

by the editor rather than the composer. Therefore, we

Because the rules act upon a range of structural

have in general avoided incorporating such marks in

characteristics of music, they provide an expressive

the score, thus, mainly trying to model the perform-

interpretation of musical structure. An analogous func-

ance from the “raw” score. One exception is the set of

tion is observed in speech prosody, which introduces

rules for notated staccato/legato.

variation in a range of acoustic features (intensity,

Table 1.
An overview of the rule system

Phrasing
Phrase arch

Create arch-like tempo and sound level changes over phrases

Final ritardando

Apply a ritardando in the end of the piece

High loud

Increase sound level in proportion to pitch height

Micro-level timing
Duration contrast

Shorten relatively short notes and lengthen relatively long notes

Faster uphill

Increase tempo in rising pitch sequences

Metrical patterns and grooves
Double duration

Decrease duration ratio for two notes with a nominal value of 2:1

Inégales

Introduce long-short patterns for equal note values (swing)

Articulation
Punctuation

Find short melodic fragments and mark them with a final micropause

Score legato/staccato

Articulate legato/staccato when marked in the score

Repetition articulation

Add articulation for repeated notes.

Overall articulation

Add articulation for all notes except very short ones

Tonal tension
Melodic charge

Emphasize the melodic tension of notes relatively the current chord

Harmonic charge

Emphasize the harmonic tension of chords relatively the key

Chromatic charge

Emphasize regions of small pitch changes

Intonation
High sharp

Stretch all intervals in proportion to size

Melodic intonation

Intonate according to melodic context

Harmonic intonation

Intonate according to harmonic context

Mixed intonation

Intonate using a combination of melodic and harmonic intonation

Ensemble timing
Melodic sync

Synchronize using a new voice containing all relevant onsets

Ensemble swing

Introduce metrical timing patterns for the instruments in a jazz ensemble

Performance noise
Noise control
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duration, pitch, and timbre) to provide an expressive

manually, i.e., markings indicating the start and the

interpretation of grammatical structure and semantic

end of a phrase. Typically, several instances of the

structure in language (Carlson et al. 1989).

Phrase arch rule acting on different structural levels

The rules should not be interpreted as prescriptive in

are applied simultaneously.

the sense that all performances must obey them. Rather,

The Final ritardando rule provides an alternative

the rules should be considered as a set of principles and

phrasing for the end of the piece (Friberg & Sundberg,

parameters from which the user of the rule system can

1999). It was intended to model the ﬁnal ritardandi of-

choose freely. Even the application of “inverted” rules

ten found in Baroque pieces with a motoric and rhyth-

may be desirable in some contexts, i.e. using negative k

mic character, in which the tempo is basically constant

values. Thus, the rule system can be viewed as a sort of

(similar to most jazz, pop and other styles where

“musician’s toolbox” – a set of basic methods available

meter is important) (Sundberg & Verillo, 1980). This

for shaping a performance. The selection of rules and

type of character may suggest a motion metaphor of

rule quantities is collected in a rule palette, which de-

a mass moving at constant speed. Following this idea,

ﬁnes a particular performance style. Such rule palettes

the rule was modeled from measurements of stopping

have been deﬁned for different styles (jazz, Baroque,

runners translating velocity to tempo and position to

Romantic), as well as different emotional expressions

score position. Score position is deﬁned as the nominal

(anger, happiness, sadness); see below.

time if the music were to be played with a constant

An overview of all the rules discussed below is given

tempo. In the physical domain, this model has the

in Table 1. The following section provides a brief over-

simple property that the braking energy is constant

view of the rules. Some rules have been presented

during the stopping phase and is thus likely to mini-

in several publications. Here, references are limited

mize the physical effort in a perfectly planned halt. The

to the ﬁrst presentation and the most comprehensive

model yielded the best rating of several alternatives in

description. For a complete list of publications, see the

a listening experiment (Friberg & Sundberg, 1999).

web site given in note 1. The focus is on the rules that

The High loud rule increases the sound level pro-

have been clearly veriﬁed and are currently used and

portional to pitch (Sundberg et al. 1982; Friberg,

implemented in the program Director Musices.

1991). Since the pitch shape often co-varies with the
phrase such that the highest pitch is in the middle of

Phrasing
Musical phrasing is an important high-level issue, par-

the phrase, it will in most cases result in a sound level
shape marking the phrase structure, also justifying it
as a simple phrasing rule.

ticularly prominent in Western classical music from the
Romantic period (Hudson, 1994). A musical phrase
is often performed with an arch-like shape applied to

Micro-level timing

tempo and dynamics (Gabrielsson, 1987; Repp, 1992).

A closer look at the inter-onset interval (IOI, i.e. the

The phrase is typically slow/soft in the beginning, fast/

time from one tone’s onset to that of the next) val-

loud in the middle and ends slow/soft, modeling a cre-

ues from real performances reveals that each note is

scendo/accelerando decrescendo/rallentando pattern.

played with a small variation relative to its nominal

Todd (1985, 1989) proposed an early model for large

duration given by the score. Certainly, a portion of this

phrase units using data from a piano equipped with

variation is due to imprecision in the execution. This

sensors that could register all key-presses. The Phrase

is modeled in the Noise rule below. However, many

arch rule extended his model to include shorter phrase

systematic variations can be observed. For example,

structures, and introduced several new parameters in

Widmer (2002) identiﬁed 17 rules describing local tim-

order to account for the variations found in real per-

ing variations when applying machine learning meth-

formances regarding structural level of the phrase,

ods to pianist performances. There are also deviations

the amount of change in the beginning and end, the

due to the mechanical properties of the instrument

position of the maximum of the arch, the duration of

(Goebl 2001).

the last note in the phrase, and the shape of the curve

The Duration contrast rule increases the difference in

(Friberg, 1995a). The rule was modeled and tested on

IOI between different note values such that long notes are

the data for Schumann’s Träumerei measured by Repp

lengthened and short notes are shortened (Sundberg et al.

(1992). Later, the shape of the arch was modiﬁed ac-

1982; Friberg, 1991). The rule introduces a ﬁxed amount

cording to hand gesture data (Juslin et al. 2002). As

of shortening/lengthening in milliseconds depending

mentioned, the phrase analysis is currently supplied

on the original IOI. This formulation acknowledges that
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there are perceptual boundaries regarding IOI. Too short

tem could easily be extended by implementing more

or too long intervals should not be further shortened or

of these known patterns such as that found in the

lengthened, respectively. The lower boundary was evident

Viennese waltz (Bengtsson & Gabrielsson, 1983).

in measurements of jazz performances. The shorter note
of the typical long-short pattern exhibited a ﬂoor value of
about 100 ms in the tempo range 180-330 BPM (Friberg

Articulation

& Sundström, 2002). Later it was found that the Duration

The term articulation is used to describe the amount

contrast rule was a rather ﬂexible and useful tool in that

of legato/staccato with which a note is being played.

it could also be used “inverted”, i.e. with negative k val-

It is deﬁned as the ratio between the note duration

ues. This implies that the contrast will be de-emphasized

(i.e. sounding duration) and the IOI; thus a value of

instead (Bresin & Friberg, 2000). Increasing duration con-

1 represents legato and a value of around 0.5 rep-

trast appears to have the perceptual effect of increasing

resents a staccato. It is an important parameter for

the “energy” of the performance, while decreasing the

changing the overall character of the piece including

contrast creates the opposite smoothing, “calm” effect.

motional as well as emotional aspects (De Poli et al.

Performers used duration contrast in such a way when ex-

1998; Bresin & Battel, 2000; Juslin, 2001).

pressing different emotions (Gabrielsson & Juslin, 1996,
c.f. Bresin & Friberg, 2000).

The Punctuation rule attempts to identify the small
melodical fragments and perform them by inserting a

The Faster uphill rule complements the Duration

micropause after the last note as well as lengthen-

contrast rule in terms of pitch. Notes in an ascend-

ing it (Friberg et al. 1998). The analysis part uses a

ing motion are shortened (Frydén et al. 1988; Friberg,

subset of 13 rules to determine the boundaries of the

1991). Presumably, this has a similar effect to that of

melodic fragments based on structural discontinuity

the Duration contrast rule in increasing the perceived

(Ahlbäck, 2004; Cambouropoulos, 1998). These sub-

“energy”.

rules try to ﬁnd melodic boundaries, for example, by
identifying pitch leaps and long notes in a context of

Metrical patterns and grooves

ﬁve notes. This is similar to the more common term

Music with regular rhythmic patterns results induce

internal parameters were automatically optimized and

a stable perception of beat and higher metrical units

the outcome was analyzed using a set of 52 annotated

such as the measure. These rhythmic patterns often

melodies.

have a corresponding performance pattern in terms of
IOI, sound level and articulation.

grouping analysis (Lerdahl & Jackendoff, 1983). The

The Score legato and Score staccato rules are
intended to be used where there are corresponding

A common rhythmic pattern found in 3/4 and 6/8

marks in the original score. They are modeled after

meter is a half note followed by a quarter note. This

measurements of piano performances (Bresin, 2000,

pattern is often performed with reduced duration

2001; Bresin & Widmer, 2000). These rules model the

contrast (Gabrielsson, 1987; Gabrielsson et al. 1983;

amount of articulation according to the different tempo

Henderson, 1936). This was implemented as the rule

indications in the score as well as the expressive inten-

Double duration, which performs any 2 to 1 duration

tions of the performer.

ratio with reduced duration contrast, keeping the total

The Repetition articulation rule adds a micropause

duration of the two tones the same (Friberg, 1991). The

between repeated notes (Friberg, 1991). The dura-

conﬂict between Double duration and Duration contrast

tion of the micropause can be modulated according to

rules is solved by not allowing Duration contrast to trig-

the expressive intentions of the performer (Bresin &

ger when Double duration can been applied.

Battel, 2000; Bresin, 2001).

Another common pattern is the alternating long-

As a complement, the Overall articulation rule can

short pattern commonly found in a variety of musical

be used for changing the articulation of all notes. This

styles including Baroque (Heﬂing, 1993), folk, as well

is useful for modeling emotional expressions as well as

as jazz music. The Inégales rule was our ﬁrst imple-

for real-time control. For k = 1, an articulation ratio of

mentation of this pattern (Friberg, 1991). Later, the

0.75 is applied to all notes longer than 100 ms.

Ensemble swing rule reﬁned the application in a jazz
context; see below. The rules assume that the notes in
question are notated with equal note values4.

Tonal tension

There are a multitude of metrical patterns for vari-

The concept of tonal tension has been used both in

ous types of music. Therefore, the current rule sys-

music theory and psychology to explain, for example,
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the tension-relaxation pattern perceived in a har-

Gabrielsson, 1999). For example, in a leading tone

monic cadence. A number of musical features have

to tonic progression, the leading tone is often played

been suggested to contribute to tonal tension, such

sharper in pitch than is indicated in equal tempera-

as consonant/dissonant chordal structures, unusual

ment tuning, resulting in a melodic interval that is

melody notes relative to the harmony, or unexpected

smaller than a semitone (i.e., less than 100 cents).

changes of key (Friberg & Battel, 2002). Two of these

This corresponds roughly to a Pythagorean tuning

are modeled in the rule system relating to music with

relative to the current tonic. On the other hand, good

traditional harmony in which a harmonic analysis can

harmonic intonation is achieved by reducing the beat-

be made. An alternative model is also suggested for

ing between partials, a particularly important feature

atonal music. The Melodic charge rule emphasizes

in barbershop singing (Hagerman & Sundberg, 1980).

tones that are far away from the current root of the

This intonation corresponds roughly to a just tuning

chord on the circle-of-ﬁfths (Sundberg et al. 1982;

relative to the current chord.

Friberg, 1991). Thus, an F# in the melody during a

The Melodic intonation rule determines the intona-

C major chord will get the largest emphasis while a

tion of each note depending on the melodic context and

C note will get no emphasis. The note is performed

its relation to the root of the current chord (Frydén et

with increased sound level and duration in proportion

al. 1988; Friberg, 1991). Roughly, minor seconds are

to the emphasis. The key proﬁles by Krumhansl and

performed more narrowly than equal temperament.

Kessler (1982) were found to correlate with the me-

This rule was speciﬁcally designed for monophonic

lodic charge (r = 0.86, Sundberg, 1993). In a similar

melodies. The resulting intonation correlated well with

way, the Harmonic charge rule emphasizes chords that

measurements of professional violinists (Garbuzov,

are far away from the current key on the circle-of-ﬁfths

1948; Sundberg, 1993).

(Sundberg et al. 1982; Friberg, 1991). It is performed

rule was designed to minimize audible beats in chords,

by gradual crescendi/rallentandi towards the empha-

which implies a just intonation of all simultaneous

sized chord regions. As an alternative, the Chromatic

notes using the root of the current chord as the refer-

charge rule was developed for atonal music (Friberg,

ence. Interestingly, however, the tuning implied by the

1991; Friberg et al. 1991). This emphasizes regions

Harmonic intonation rule is often opposite to the tuning

in which the melody consists of relatively small inter-

implied by the Melodic intonation rule. For example,

vals. Possibly, the occurrence of such small intervals

the major third is tuned relatively ﬂat according to the

is relatively rare in atonal music and therefore creates

Harmonic intonation rule, but relatively sharp accord-

tension. Expert listeners rated performances of music

ing to the Melodic intonation rule (for an ascending

by Boulez, Webern, Xenakis and random sequences.

melodic interval). In order to solve this dilemma, the

Almost without exception, they preferred versions in

Harmonic and Melodic intonation rules were combined

which the Chromatic charge rule was applied com-

in the rule Mixed intonation (Sundberg et al. 1989;

pared to dead-pan performances. In the listening ex-

Friberg, 1991). Here each new note is ﬁrst intonated

periment, the chromatic charge was applied together

following the melodic rule. Then the intonation is slow-

with a few other rules and the comparison was made

ly changed towards the harmonic intonation with the

between the complete version and a dead-pan version.

root of the current chord as the reference. In this way

However, the Chromatic charge was the only macro-

relatively short notes are intonated melodically while

level rule yielding comparatively large deviations. It

relatively long notes will gradually move towards less

is, therefore, unlikely that the effect of the Chromatic

audible beats within the current chord.

charge rule was unnoticed by the listeners.

The Harmonic intonation

The High sharp rule stretches the scale somewhat
so that every interval will be increased in proportion to

Intonation

the interval size (Friberg, 1991). The normal setting of

Intonation and tuning has fascinated many musicians

stretching is in accordance with the physical features of

and music theorists (e.g. Barbour, 1951; 2004). It is

some instruments. In tones produced by piano strings,

apparent that a ﬁxed tuning can not ﬁt current intona-

the distance between adjacent partials is slightly

tion practice. Rather, intonation practice is dependent

greater than the fundamental frequency. This deviation

on the musical context and seems to be a compromise

from strict harmonicity arises from the physical prop-

between several partly contradictory considerations.

erties of the piano strings. Thus, in order to minimize

Most researchers agree that a good melodic intona-

beats between the partials of simultaneously sounding

tion is dependent on the melodic context (Fyk, 1995;

tones, octaves in pianos are slightly stretched relative

the rule gives a stretching of 3 cents per octave. This
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to strict harmonic octaves. Indeed, listeners tend to

implemented as a rule but can be achieved in Director

prefer stretched octaves in listening tests (Sundberg &

Musices using a delay parameter in the score speciﬁca-

Lindquist, 1973). Note that the rule was developed and

tion.

tested using monophonic melodies.

Ensemble timing

Performance noise
Musicians often spend considerable time practicing to

Since many of the rules introduce small independent

play consecutive notes with even timing, such as in

tempo changes to each part, a polyphonic performance

scale exercises. However, there are limitations both in

will be unsynchronized. While certainly not modeling

the motor system and in perceiving small timing vari-

the listening-adaptation process in a real ensemble,

ations. Therefore, random variations (i.e., noise) are

the Melodic sync rule solves any synchronization prob-

always present to some degree in any performance by

lem (Sundberg et al. 1989). The ﬁrst step is to create

a musician. One problem in modeling these variations

a new part consisting of all onsets in any of the origi-

is that the noise is difﬁcult to separate from intentional

nal parts. In the case of several simultaneous notes,

variations in real performances. To address this issue,

the note with the highest melodic charge will be used

the modeling of the noise component has been based

for the new part. Thus, this new “melody” will reﬂect

on psychoacoustic experiments, involving ﬁnger tap-

all rhythmic activity in the music but with the notes

ping tasks and models of human timing proposed by

selected from any of the original parts. All the rules

Gilden et al. (1995).

are then applied to this new part and the resulting

The Noise rule consists of two distinct components

tempo variations are transferred back to the original

(Juslin et al. 2002). The ﬁrst component, motor delay

parts. Any other strategy tested, such as selecting the

noise, is assumed to originate from the effectuation

lead part and letting the accompaniment follow, led to

of each tone gesture. It is modeled using white noise

many practical problems in speciﬁc musical situations.

added to each tone onset time and tone sound level.

This method adopts the idea of “listening to the short

Thus, this component only affects the onsets individu-

notes” in the sense that it is the short notes that de-

ally and does not result in any long-term tempo drift.

cide the duration of any simultaneously sounding long

The second component, assumed to originate from

notes.

an internal time-keeper clock, is modeled using 1/f

An interesting open question is what makes the

noise with the overall amount dependent on the IOI.

music “swing”. In jazz music it is often attributed to

The 1/f noise results in relatively more dominant slow

the typical long-short pattern applied to consecutive

variations usually leading to a small tempo drift. The

eighth notes. One principle regarding the timing in

resulting deviation from the two components closely

jazz ensembles was found by Friberg and Sundström

follows the just noticeable difference (JND) in percep-

(2002). Analyzing commercial recordings of several

tion experiments (Juslin et al. 2002). Interestingly, lis-

well-known jazz musicians, they found a common tim-

teners rated performances with the Noise rule applied

ing pattern such that the soloist was delayed on the

as more “human” but not more “musical” compared to

downbeats (quarter notes) relative to the drums, while

performances without the rule.

the soloist and the drummer were synchronized on
the upbeats (intermediate eighth notes). This implies
that the ratio of the long-short pattern (swing ratio)

Rule combinations

was different for the drummer and the soloist; that

In rendering a musical performance, several rules are

is, the drummers’ swing ratio was relatively large and

applied to the same score. A speciﬁc performance is

the soloists’ relatively small. Furthermore, these tim-

obtained by selecting rules and the corresponding rule

ing differences diminished gradually with increasing

parameters in a rule palette. Typically, only a subset

tempo, leading to smaller swing ratios. The Ensemble

of the rules is used in one rule palette. For example,

swing rule implements these patterns using the aver-

for overall phrasing, either the Phrase arch rule or the

age curves from the measurements.

Final ritardando rule is used since they overlap in the

Another ensemble principle is the concept of “me-

end of the piece. When combining several rules, the

lodic lead” (Rasch, 1979; Palmer, 1996; Vernon, 1936;

effect of each rule is in principle added or multiplied

c.f. Goebl, 2001). It was found that (in particular)

together for each performance parameter. In the case

pianists tend to play the melody ahead of the accom-

where there are several rules acting on the same note

paniment by, on average, about 20 ms. This is not

and parameter, this may result in undesired side-ef-
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Figure 2.
The resulting IOI deviations by applying Phrase arch, Duration contrast, Melodic charge, and Punctuation to the Swedish nursery tune
“Ekorr’n satt i granen”. All rules were applied with the rule quantity k=1 except the Melodic charge rule that was applied with k=2.

fects. For example, when several rules that act upon

of the desired expressive character are often found at

note durations are combined, a note might be length-

the top of the score. They may refer to direct tempo

ened too much. Some of these possible rule conﬂicts

indications (lento, veloce, adagio) but also to mo-

have been solved in the rule context deﬁnitions. A mi-

tional aspects (andante, corrente, danzando, fermo,

cro-timing rule and a phrasing rule, although acting on

con moto) or emotional aspects (furioso, con fuoco,

the same notes, work on different time scales and will

giocoso, vivace, tenero). These semantic descriptions

not interfere with each other. Figure 2 illustrates the

of the expressive character can be modeled by select-

effect of IOI variations resulting from six rules applied

ing an appropriate set of rules and rule parameters

to a melody.

in a rule palette. Research on emotional expression in

How to shape a performance:
Using the rules for modeling
semantic performance
descriptions.

music performance has shown that there tends to be
agreement among Western listeners and performers
about how to express certain emotions in terms of
performance parameters (Juslin, 2000). Using these
results as a starting point, we modeled seven differ-

It can be rather difﬁcult to generate a speciﬁc perform-

ent emotional expressions using the KTH rule system

ance with the rule system, given the many degrees-

(Bresin & Friberg, 2000; Bresin, 2000). In addition

of-freedom of the whole rule system with a total of

to the basic rule system, we also manipulated overall

about 30-40 parameters to change. This procedure is

tempo, sound level and articulation. A listener test

greatly simpliﬁed if mappings are used that translate

conﬁrmed the emotional expression resulting from

descriptions of speciﬁc expressive musical characters

the deﬁned set of rule parameters (rule palettes) for

to corresponding rule parameters. Overall descriptions

two different music examples. Table 2 suggests some
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Table 2.
Qualitative changes of overall performance parameters and rule quantities for portraying four different emotional expressions

Happy

Sad

Angry

Tender

Tempo

somewhat fast

slow

fast

slow

Sound level

medium

low

high

low

Articulation

staccato

legato

somewhat staccato

legato

Phrase arch

small

large

negative

small

Final ritardando

small

-

-

small

Punctuation

large

small

medium

small

Duration contrast

large

negative

large

–

Overall changes

Rules

qualitative changes of overall performance parameters

a symbolicscore in real-time. Previous systems have

and rule parameters for expressing different emotions.

largely been limited to the control of overall dynam-

The list can be expanded to all rules. For example, the

ics and tempo (Mathews, 1989; Borschers et al. 2004).

overall change of articulation can be obtained by using

Using the rule system, it is also possible to control mi-

a combination of all articulation rules. The exact values

cro-level aspects of the performance. The ﬁrst attempt

need to be determined according to aesthetical and

in this direction combined a static application of the rule

stylistic aspects. From our experience, other seman-

system and the Radio Baton conducting system devel-

tic descriptions, such as those given by De Poli et al.

oped by Max Mathews and co-workers (Mathews et al.

(1998), can easily be modeled using the rule system.

2003). Here, the rules were applied such that the global

Several such descriptions and their corresponding rule

tempo was not affected. The conductor still controlled

parameters are suggested in Friberg (2006).

the overall tempo and dynamics but the micro-level
structure of the music was shaped by the rules.

APPLICATIONS

Due to the properties of the rule formulation and
implementation issues, the rules are ﬁrst applied in

Since their introduction, computers have been used for

DM to the whole score and then the resulting perform-

playing music both in digital format (i.e. audio ﬁles)

ance can be played. By using a two-step procedure,

and in symbolic notation (e.g. MIDI). This has raised

the rules can also be controlled in real-time. The rules

a need for tools for expressive performance in order

are ﬁrst applied in DM and all the deviations from each

to obtain expressive renderings of computer-played

rule are individually collected in a ﬁle. The music is

music. The KTH rule system could be applied to any

then played using the newly developed pDM applica-

polyphonic music in symbolic notation such as music

tion in which the deviation resulting from each rule

databases available on the Internet5.

can be applied and scaled (Friberg, 2006). Mappers

On the consumer market, there are many devices

are provided in pDM that interpolate between different

that emit alert sounds. We live in an acoustic environ-

semantic descriptions including the activity-valence

ment that is populated by machine-generated musical

space commonly used for characterizing different

events such as music-based mobile phone ringtones,

emotions. By analyzing the overall gesture proper-

wake-up calls, or alert sounds from household appli-

ties using a small video camera, a user can “conduct”

ances. All these sounds should be designed to raise

the expressivity of a performance in a very ﬂexible

the attention of the user. The KTH rule system has re-

manner. This was suggested as a way to enhance the

cently been applied to ringtones. MIDI ringtones often

listening experience rather than using it as a profes-

have quantized durations and sound levels, and there-

sional performance tool (Friberg, 2005).

fore sound unnatural and dull to our ears. Using the

The KTH rule system could also be used for de-

performance rules, it is possible to obtain ringtones

veloping and testing theories of music performance,

that sound more musical and that differ in emotional

music cognition, and perception. DM and pDM allow

expressive character (Bresin & Friberg, 2001).

for a systematic variation of the contribution given by

A recent application of the rule system has been in

a single performance parameter. For example, the rule

conductor systems for controlling the performance of

system could be used to identify and quantify perform-
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ance parameters that are important for conveying dif-

plication/realization model (Narmour, 1990), as a basis

ferent emotional expressions. This could be achieved

for performing new scores. To our knowledge, the sys-

by preparing a battery of stimuli and rating them in a

tem was applied only to saxophone jazz performances.

listening test, or by asking professional musicians to

More extensive overviews of computational modeling

target a speciﬁc emotion by controlling in real-time the

of music performance can be found in De Poli (2004)

performance of a particular score.

and Widmer and Goebl (2004).

ALTERNATIVE MODELS
Recently several alternative computational models have
been developed. Gerhard Widmer and co-workers use

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE IDEAS
Evaluation

machine learning techniques for automatic deduction

Most of the initial KTH rules were developed using the

of rules for music performance (Widmer, 1995). They

analysis-by-synthesis method using only a few expert

have used this strategy for extracting rules both at

judges. However, support for these rules has in many

note level (Widmer, 2002) and at phrase level (Widmer

cases been conﬁrmed either from listening tests or

& Tobudic, 2003). While the primary purpose of this

from other investigations (Friberg, 1995b). For exam-

strategy is to understand the underlying principles, it

ple, duration contrast was found to be used in patterns

has also been used for computer-generated perform-

of a dotted eighth note followed by a sixteenth note

ances.

(Gabrielsson, 1987). It was also used as an expres-

Mazzola (1990, 2002) proposed a complex theory

sive device when performers were asked to portray

of music analysis and performance modeling based on

different emotions (Gabrielsson & Juslin, 1996). The

advanced mathematics. The theory is implemented in

KTH rule system was partly conﬁrmed by the machine

several computer models but has been veriﬁed with

learning system used by Widmer (2002). Looking at

empirical methods to a limited extent only (see Widmer

the note level, his system predicted a set of 17 rules

& Goebl, 2004).

for the performance of individual notes. Some of these

Bresin (Bresin et al. 1992; Bresin, 1998) proposed

resembled the KTH rules.

an artiﬁcial neural network (ANN) that models the per-

Recent rules in the DM system have been based on

formance style of a pianist. ANNs were trained with data

empirical evaluation. Rules such as the Phrase arch rule

from real piano performances and learned the style of

were derived from measurements taken from perform-

one professional pianist. Analyses of the output by the

ance data, and the goodness of ﬁt between empirical

trained ANNs showed that they were clearly replicating

data and the effects of the rule provided empirical

the qualitative behavior of some of the KTH rules, such

validation for the rule (Friberg, 1995a). This procedure

as Duration contrast and Leap articulation. Probably the

was extended in the development of the Punctuation

most interesting behavior of the ANNs was related to

rule by using two different rule models and two sets of

their non-linear characteristics. Even if the ANN’s output

data (Friberg et al. 1998). One data set was used for

could be partly explained as the effect of KTH rules, its

the rule development and the other for the ﬁnal testing.

output did not correspond to an additive combination of

During the development of the Final ritardando rule we

rules, but to a non-linear combination of rules.

used measured ritardandi both for evaluation and for

The positive experience with the ANNs, and the dif-

parameter ﬁtting. In addition, the ritardando model

ﬁculty in exactly explaining their functioning, led to the

was veriﬁed in a listening test where several different

design of a fuzzy rule system (Bresin et al. 1995). This

models and parameter values were tested (Friberg &

system realized fuzzy versions of the original KTH rules.

Sundberg, 1999).

It allowed the effects of the rules to be combined in a

Recently, the method used for developing the

non-additive way and, at the same time, it was possible

Final ritardando rule was evaluated and compared

to describe the behavior of the system exhaustively.

to an alternative model (Honing, 2005b) according

Another model based on an artiﬁcial-intelligence

to the model selection criteria (1) goodness-of-fit,

technique is that proposed by Arcos and co-workers

(2) model simplicity, and (3) degree of surprise in

(Arcos et al. 1998). They developed a case-based

the model outcome (Honing, in press 2006). Honing

reasoning system. The system is trained by using ex-

came to the conclusion that the final ritard model

pressive parameters extracted from real performances.

showed good fit with the data but was quite flexible

These parameters are successively used, in combina-

in that it could predict a great variety of curves, and

tion with musical knowledge based on Narmour’s im-

that the surprise factor was low. His overall conclu-
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sion was that the final ritard model fulfilled only one

from the fact that most rules use structural context

out of his three criteria. However, the comparison

descriptions as input. Thus, for example, the phrasing

method is not entirely unproblematic. Instead of

rules enhance the division in phrases already apparent

using the more obvious number of parameters as

in the score. This indicates an interesting limitation for

a criterion for determining model simplicity, Honing

the freedom of expressive control: it is not possible to

investigated the total area of tempo variations from

violate the inherent musical structure. One example

the start to the end of the ritard that the model

would be to introduce ritardandi and accelerandi in

was able to produce. He concluded that this area

the middle of a phrase. From our experience with the

was larger for the final ritard model than for the

rule system, such a violation will not be perceived as

alternative model. It seems, however, that this is a

musical.

somewhat debatable interpretation of the concept

Looking more closely into the communicative aspects

of degrees-of-freedom. Since the alternative model

of musical structure, Sundberg (2000) suggested that

suggests an area for permissible ritards and that the

the rules enhance the inherent structure of the music

final ritard model suggests a specific curve family,

using two main principles: grouping and differentiation.

it is obvious that the alternative model produces an

Both differentiation and grouping are important for en-

infinite number of more possible curves as compared

hancing speech communication (Carlson et al. 1989).

to the final ritard model. Another aspect is that the

Differentiation serves to facilitate the perception of

final ritard model was additionally evaluated by a lis-

categories. For example, by applying the Duration con-

tening test limiting the possible parameter space to

trast rule, the difference between long and short dura-

a narrow range. This was not considered in Honing’s

tion categories will be enhanced. The grouping princi-

comparison.

ple serves the purpose of dividing the musical stream

One general contribution of modeling is that it re-

into chunks similar to word boundaries in speech, thus

sults in a wealth of speciﬁc parameter data. Many of

facilitating the understanding of the melodic structure.

those values have been determined intuitively during

Examples of grouping rules include the Punctuation and

the analysis-by-synthesis loop. Evaluations in form

Phrase Arch rules.

of listening experiments have rather strict limitations

As mentioned, the rules also have other expressive

both regarding the number of possible parameters and

functions. Figure 3 identiﬁes the important sources of

musical examples that can be assessed at the same

performance variation. To the left are the musically

time. Therefore, it is often impractical to make an ob-

relevant communicative intentions. They are divided

jective assessment of the speciﬁc effect of each param-

into structural (differentiation, grouping), emotional

eter. So far only the overall effect of the each rule or

and motional aspects. To the right are the limitations

a combination of rules has been assessed in listening

in terms of neural noise and technical performance

experiments.

aspects. The communication of emotional expression

Most empirical evaluations of the rule system have

can largely be explained by average measures of per-

considered aesthetic effects of the rules (Thompson

formance parameters (Juslin, 2000). For example, a

et al. 1989; Sundberg et al. 1991; Friberg, 1995b).

sad performance is characterized by slow tempo, soft

By using a number of rating scales including emo-

dynamics and legato articulation. However, the emo-

tional, motional or expressive aspects (Bresin &

tional communication can be improved by also apply-

Friberg, 2000; Juslin et al. 2002) we will presum-

ing speciﬁc rule setups (see Table 2). One example is

ably gain a clearer picture of the expressive/com-

the Phrase arch rule, which was found to be effective

municative function of each rule. By using listener

for modeling sadness. Therefore, there is an interac-

estimations of such a variety of communicative as-

tion between communication of structure and emo-

pects applied to different musical styles, it may be

tional/motional expression (not shown in the Figure).

possible to identify general communicative features

The communication of different emotional expressions

as well as features attributed to certain stylistic con-

can be very effective if the different parameters, such

ventions.

as the tempo, are exaggerated. However, this would
violate the aesthetic quality of the performance. This

Purpose and meaning

implies that there are aesthetic boundaries that im-

The performance rules can be viewed as a set of per-

way, a real performance may be viewed as a compro-

formance principles mainly used to enhance the struc-

mise between a number of different communicative

ture of the music (Friberg & Battel, 2002). This follows

goals.
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some of the rules are clearly associated with a certain
style. For example, the Phrase arch rule is associated
primarily with music from the Romantic era. In fact,
Romantic music is possibly the best target for a music
performance model since it is common and acceptable to make very large performance variations in this
style. Possibly the traditional categorization in styles
such as classical (Baroque, Romantic), jazz (bebop,
swing), folk music is not an appropriate classiﬁcation

Figure 3.
An overview of the different sources of performance variations.

for modeling music performance. We have found that
the rhythmic/melodic/harmonic character of the piece
is more important for determining an appropriate se-

What’s missing?

lection of rules and parameter than musical style. For

As a violin player, Frydén hypothesized that musical

accept quite large relative tempo variations6 while a

performance should be shaped according to melodic

fast piece with a strong rhythmic accompaniment de-

features only. He therefore assumed that metre and

mands a steady tempo. This difference due to rhyth-

rhythm are consequences of the melodic structure. We

mic character may have a perceptual base. A common

know, however, from previous research that the metric

theory of time perception suggests that we have an

structure is in fact an independent perceptual factor

internal clock synchronized with the perceived beat of

that inﬂuences the performance (Clarke, 1985). Frydén

the music (Povel & Essen, 1985). If the music is highly

acknowledged the need for metrical performance pat-

repetitive rhythmically, this clock percept is likely to

terns in certain cases, e.g. some waltzes. However,

be reinforced. Any tempo change in the music must

these patterns were not properly formulated into a rule.

therefore force the internal clock to change. On the

In short, the rule system could easily be extended with

other hand if the music has a melodic (rhythmically

rules modeling metrical patterns in metrically oriented

weak) character, this clock percept is only weakly sup-

music. As a starting point, existing measurements of

ported, making a change more acceptable. The only

different rhythms could be used (e.g. Bengtsson &

dependence on tonality that we found was the need for

Gabrielsson, 1983).

a different tonal tension rule for atonal music.

example, in a slow melodically oriented piece we may

Due to the technological limitations of the ﬁrst com-

Still, the rules certainly do not cover all possible mu-

puter system, all of the early rules were developed

sical performances. Clear evidence of this is seen in the

using monophonic melodies. These rules often alter

difﬁculty experienced in applying the rules in reverse,

the global tempo somewhat. The small, barely percep-

that is, trying to ﬁnd a rule set corresponding to a given

tible rule quantities used in the beginning made these

a performance (Zanon & De Poli, 2003; Sundberg et al.

tempo deviations rather negligible. However, when we

2003). Since the rules are applied with the same values

tried to increase the rule quantities and extend the rule

for the whole piece, a possible extension would be to

system to polyphony, these tempo deviations created

allow rule parameters to change during the perform-

undesired side-effects. Our experience from testing

ance. This allows a better ﬁt to a given performance but

different music examples is that, although we accept

at the same time substantially increases the number

considerable tempo changes in a monophonic melody,

of parameters. A more reasonable model could be to

when a rhythmic accompaniment is added to the same

determine an overall expressive character for each sec-

melody, any micro-level change of tempo (e.g. short-

tion. This would restrict the rule parameter changes

ening one note) will sound unmusical. Therefore, more

so that they follow a mapping model according to the

work is needed to formulate micro-level rules such that

semantic performance descriptions mentioned above.

the global tempo is not affected. One way of doing that

One way of regarding the rule system is illustrated in

is to use “duration stealing”; that is, to subtract the

Figure 4. All possible performances deﬁne a vast space

same amount of duration from the neighboring notes

in which each note can be changed independently.

as has been added to the target note. This method is

The musical performance space deﬁnes the subspace

used for the Double duration rule.

of performances that are musically acceptable (in a

The intention during the development has been to

broad sense)7. The rule subspace deﬁnes all possible

generalize each rule so that it would be possible to

performances by the rule system. We believe that the

apply it to a variety of musical examples. However,

rule system substantially limits the expressive space
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individual events are not clearly perceived (Friberg and
Sundström, 2002; London, 2004).
4

In this case, other notational praxis have been used

such as using patterns of a dotted eighth note followed
by a sixteenth note.
5

Kunst der Fuge http://www.kunstderfuge.com/

Classical Music Archives http://www.classicalarchives.
com/
6

That is, we are assuming that the tempo variations

follow Weber’s law.
7

The same discussion can be applied if we consider the

musical space restricted to a certain style.

Figure 4.
A schematic view on the variations that can be produced by
the rule system versus all possible variations and all musical
variations.

relative to all possible performances and that a good
part of all musical performances is covered (the intersection of the circles). However, in order to make the
rule system more congruent with the space of all musical performances, two things are needed. (1) The basic
rule system needs to be complemented with missing
parts, such as metric/rhythmic rules (expanding the
rule system space) and (2) the possible combinations
of rules need to be restricted, for example, by extending and using a semantic descriptive space, as outlined
above (making the rule system space smaller and move
towards the space of all musical performances).
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